COUNTERFLASHING (BY OTHERS), OVER WALL FLANGE

FACTORY SEWN AND SEALED BELLows AT BELLows TRANSITION.

FACTORY SOLDERED METAL FLANGES AT TRANSITION

EXPAND-O-GARD (STYLE WS) ELASTOMERIC BELLows AND INTEGRAL 4" WIDE METAL WALL FLANGES, TYPICAL

EXPAND-O-FLASH (STYLE CF/EJ) ELASTOMERIC BELLows, CLOSED CELL FOAM BACKER AND INTEGRAL 4" WIDE METAL WALL FLANGE AND 2"x2" CURB FLANGE, TYPICAL

APPROVED 2X CONTINUOUS WOOD CURB

MANUFACTURERS APPROVED ROOFING SYSTEM

NOTES:
- FOR ADDITIONAL APPLICATION INFORMATION OR TECHNICAL SERVICE PLEASE CONTACT OUR EXPAND-O-FLASH TECHNICAL SERVICE AT 800-445-1500

- THIS JOHNS MANVILLE PRODUCT CAN BE INCLUDED IN THE JM PEAK ADVANTAGE GUARANTEE. PLEASE CONTACT A JM TECHNICAL SERVICES SPECIALIST AT 800-922-5822 FOR SPECIFIC ROOFING AND FLASHING REQUIREMENTS.

- THIS DRAWING IS FOR REPRESENTATION PURPOSES ONLY. CONSULT EXPAND-O-FLASH TECHNICAL SERVICE FOR DEVIATIONS FROM THE ABOVE DETAIL

- SEE EXPAND-O-FLASH CUT SHEET FOR BELLows SIZING AND REQUIRED MOUNTING HEIGHT (IF APPLICABLE)

- CONTACT JM EXPAND-O-FLASH TECHNICAL SERVICE FOR INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS.

ROOF TO WALL (STYLE CF/EJ) VERTICAL OUTSIDE CORNER